
For Digitizing Inspection Activity To Achieve a Paper-Less, Zero-Carbon World

Automate and digitize every possible inspection workstream, including infra, vehicle, and 
machinery inspection activities, & eliminate the hassle and significant time involved in compiling 

information on paper. It provides officials with an easy-to-use and navigates app on which they can 
log their activities, submit them in real-time, save time on documentation, and report quickly and 

seamlessly collaborates with relevant officials and agencies.

Inspection App

For a Seamless Vendor & Contract Management


Modernize contract & vendor management, digitize submission, approval, and tracking of contracts, from 
forms to workflows to notifications. A single app that can be adopted by all vendors for easy access to 

their contracts, by employees to view status, track & approve, by integrating all the relevant departments 
with appropriate edit and view capabilities for a different role.

Vendor Management App

Streamline and customize the onboarding experience with seamless coordination, automated 
reminders, and alerts. Creates a personalized onboarding program comprising activities and tasks and 
manages onboarding teams. It can also include a dashboard to help HR track employee onboarding by 
monitoring progress on assigned tasks, approving completed tasks, and sending reminders and alerts.

For a Hassle-Free Experience for New Joiners & HR Team

Employee Onboarding App

Create and manage projects in a single, consolidated space, raise approval requests, manage team & 
deliverables, single-click access to all relevant project repositories, automate the creation of project 
assets, raise and manage issues, audit project progress, and achieve always-on visibility into the progress 
of projects and challenges. Project managers can now stay on top of all updates and collaborate better.

For the New Ways of Working in This Hybrid World

Project Management App

Digitize the material request process for different disciplines with options to notify relevant users, 
along with the real-time status of material requests, reviews, approvals, and receipts. A single 
source of truth for employees, contractors, and consultants. It can be used to raise a request for 
new material or copy existing requests for reorders. Reviewers can add comments which can be 
made visible to only selected groups for confidentiality and security.


For a Faster and More Efficient Material Procurement Management

Material Procurement App

Powerful Power Apps 
Use cases
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